Consequently, a BEng (Civil) degree from the University of Pretoria is a recognised qualification for working as an engineer well beyond the borders of South Africa.

Vandanite Civil and Structural Engineers is a multi-disciplined engineering company specialising in civil and structural engineering in Pretoria, Centurion, Midrand and Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa.


Engineering Representative Assistant (Pretoria) A Civil Engineering Qualification – Advantageous. Site related communication with the Clients, Engineers, specialists, community and Contractors....

IDS Consulting Engineers is a Structural and Civil engineering firm comprising of multi-disciplinary professional structural, civil and mechanical engineers, who are all leaders in their fields. Since its inception in 2015 in Pretoria, Intelligent Design Solutions (IDS) Consulting Engineers (Pty) Ltd has been involved in numerous structural, civil and mechanical engineering projects.

IDS STRUCTURAL CIVIL ENGINEERING- PRETORIA
Engineering in Pretoria, South Africa. List of Best Engineering Companies in Pretoria, South Africa with Addresses, Phone numbers, Reviews, Photos and More on South Africa Business Directory.

KBK Engineers (Pty) Ltd is a black owned South African Civil and Structural Engineering firm established in the year 1968. Since its inception ‘KBK Engineers’ has advanced into a medium-sized practice with the head office in Pretoria, South Africa.

ARQ is an award winning consulting engineering firm specialising in bridges, dams & hydro and geotech. The company is also active in
structures and civils. Through identifying and developing the best solutions for our clients, we have built a reputation as one of the leading specialist civil engineering consultants in South Africa.

ARQ - Consulting Engineers
SNA Civil & Structural Engineers (Pty) Ltd is an Level 3 B-BBEE Accredited, Civil and Structural Consulting Engineering Services Company, with Materials Testing Laboratories. Since its inception in 1955 in Pretoria, SNA Civil & Structural Engineers (Pty) Ltd has been involved in all aspects of Civil Engineering and in particular has specialized ...

SNA - Civil & Structural Engineers
Engineering Surveying. Theo has been with CIVILCONSULT for 5 years and specializes in engineering surveying, sanitation design and flood line analysis and determination. He is currently busy with his National Diploma in Civil Engineering at the Tshwane University of Technology.

CIVILCONSULT
BVi GROUP. The BVi Group's growth since its inception in 1967 has been a remarkable one. It was established as a firm offering "traditional" consulting services in the fields of civil, structural, electrical and mechanical engineering.

BVi Consulting Engineers | BVi
Civil Engineering Staff. Fields of interest . Prof C Venter. MEng(Pretoria) PhD(University of California, Berkeley), MSAICE, Pr.Eng

Staff in the Department of Civil Engineering - up.ac.za
CTU Training Solutions is looking for a Civil Engineering Lecturer at our Pretoria campus. This is a contract position, with a possibility to be extended. You will be lecturing the following subjects: · Building Administration N4 – N6, · ...

Civil Engineer Jobs in Pretoria - Careers24
civil & structural solutions We provide the most effective consulting civil and structural engineering solution by communicating with our clients. 50 15th Street, Menlo Park, Pretoria, 0081

civilconcepts.co.za - CIVIL & STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS
Civil Engineering | University of Pretoria The Department of Civil Engineering has established a reputation for both the training of engineers and the advancement of the state of knowledge via research, thus contributing to the development and maintenance of civil infrastructure within and outside South Africa.
Civil Engineering | University of Pretoria - Engineering Hub
Civil Engineer, Pretoria, R66 667.00 - R79 167.00 Per Month - Our client, a consulting company, is looking to employ a Civil Engineer to join their team in Pretoria. Requirements: · BSc: Civil Engineering · Professionally Registered with ECSA · 10 years’ experience · Vast exp...

Civil Engineer, Pretoria - Careers24
This page shows a selection of the available study options in South Africa. If you're interested in studying Civil Engineering & Construction in South Africa you can view all 15 Bachelors programmes.You can also read more about the Civil Engineering & Construction discipline in general, or about studying in South Africa. Many universities in South Africa offer study programmes taught in English.

15 Civil Engineering & Construction Bachelor's degrees in ... Radon Projects is a South African Construction and Civil Engineering Company originally founded in 1990 by the present Managing Director, Mr. Willem Joubert. We strive to provide our clients with superior construction projects on time, within budget whilst maintaining very high quality.

Radon Projects - Construction and Civil Engineering DLV Engineers was established on the 1st of October 1965 to provide the building and engineering industries with an integrated multidisciplinary professional service. Over the past 50 years DLV engineers have gathered experience and expertise in a wide variety of projects and successfully completed projects in all of the business sectors.

DLV Engineers | Structural | Civil | Mechanical ... 35 Civil Engineer jobs available in Pretoria, Gauteng. See salaries, compare reviews, easily apply, and get hired. New Civil Engineer careers in Pretoria, Gauteng are added daily on SimplyHired.com. The low-stress way to find your next Civil Engineer job opportunity is on SimplyHired. There are over 35 Civil Engineer careers in Pretoria, Gauteng waiting for you to apply!